Introduction

W hen Susan Bassnett and André
Lefevere announced "the translation turn in cultural studies" in 1998, they prognosticated a major paradigm shift of the postmillennial era throughout which translation would provide a potent metaphor and efficient analytical framework to deal with socio-political transformations and upheavals like globalization, the post-9/11 crisis of multiculturalism, or migration-all concomitant with discursive conflicts necessitating cross-cultural negotiations. Preoccupied with the protection of the most endangered, vulnerable subjects of the populace, the interdisciplinary research of children's literatures and cultures has gained a considerable impetus from translation studies' strategies designed to balance the hegemonic power play involved in textual and social exchanges. Seminal works-like Riitta Oittinen's Translating for Children (2000) , Emer O'Sullivan's Kinderliterarische Komparastik (2001) , Jan Van Coillie and Walter P. Verschueren's Children's Literature in Translation (2006) , or Gillian Lathey's The Role of Translators in Children's Literature: Invisible Storytellers (2010)-revealed how the formerly underestimated art of children's literature in translation may eventually open doors for future generations towards adventurous, empathic explorations of cultural differences and shared communal delight in finding consensual meanings grounded in transnational understanding, solidarity, trust, and imagination.
In fact, the translation turn ties in with "the digital turn," the ultimate epistemological and ontological challenge of the twenty-first century: as an ever-growing flood of digital information technologies radically transforms our understanding of the human world, building bridges between old and new media, material and virtual reality, computer and human intelligence, digital immigrants and digital natives holds unprecedented stakes (see Westera). Conjoining the methodological apparatuses of new media/adaptation studies and translation studies with those of children's and young adult literature criticism seems inevitable in a technologically enhanced epoch when young "prosumers" (Manovich 3) of cultural products grow up as native speakers of the digital language of computers, smart phone applications, online social media platforms, video games, and downloadable e-books.
Adaptations' media transition and translations' language change can be easily put in parallel: with Venuti's term, both are "creative derivative methods" ("Adaptation, Translation, Critique" 29) reenacting the meaning of a de/recontextualized source text that is inevitably modified in its content and form while remaining a dialogic reference point. Mediation-whether in the form of adaptation, translation, or remediation-allows for the reevaluation of a variety of notions ranging from authenticity, textuality, authorship, audience agency, age appropriateness, storytelling, or imaginativeness, while foregrounding the ideological interests, the educational and ethical responsibilities, and the semiological complexities involved in the trans(pos)ition process.
Henry Jenkins' 2007 definition of "transmedia storytelling"-a systematic dispersal of integral elements of a storyworld across multiple delivery channels which each make a unique, original contribution to a coordinated entertainment experience-in particular, encapsulates the worldbuilding strategies of most of today's popular children's literary/cultural products. The lure of Alice in Wonderland, the Little Prince, Harry Potter, or the Moomins is considerably enhanced by the plethora of interconnected media platforms-novel, film, animation, computer game, fanfiction, cosplay, collectibles, etc.-all of which maximize audience engagement by unfold- were originally presented at this latter meeting. Clémentine Beauvais's article "Translated into British: European Children's Literature, (In) difference, and Écart in the Age of Brexit" offers a razor-sharp diagnosis of the current status of children's literature in translation in the United Kingdom today. Beauvais boldly questions the pieties of modern-day academic discourse and criticizes the controversial politics of identity-and canon-formations constantly threatened by pitfalls of ideological othering and cultural appropriation. Her multifocal perspective reveals the notion of difference as a kaleidoscopic concept that refers to at least three things: the singular position of children's literature in translation in the twenty-first century UK book market, the enriching cultural alterity and diversity translated texts should expose young readers to, and the special methodological tools the study of children's literature in translation on the island requires in a time of unprecedented political tension with "the Continent." Beauvais introduces Francois ing an increasingly elaborate fictional reality. The way in which each media "adds a new cultural layer, supporting more diverse ways of communicating, thinking, feeling, and creating than existed before" (Clinton, Jenkins, McWilliams 11) resonates with how translation as an inventive "act of both inter-cultural and inter-temporal communication" (Bassnett, Translation Studies 9) allows us to see in different ways the original text that always already "bears in itself all possible translations and gets richer with each additional reading-rewriting," as Walter Benjamin put it (17).
Just how much the intricate interconnection of translation and transmediation preoccupies scholars of children's literatures and cultures today is illustrated by the impressive amount of submissions the call for papers of this special issue of Bookbird: A Journal of International Children's Literature has generated. The nearly fifty contributions we received dealt with an exciting variety of topics. Conforming to our call, some studied issues of globalization/localization/ glocalization, ideological shifts and ethical agendas involved in "domesticating and foreignizing" translation strategies (Venuti, The Translator's Invisibility), reconceptualizations of fictional elsewhere and reimagined homes, and cultural sameness and difference through media or language change. Others tackled the responsibility of mediators in (re)constructing the image/voice of the child reader; and the translation/transmediation of children's and young adult literature as a negotiation process between publisher demands, parental expectations, social norms, children's cognitive abilities, emotional needs, and fantasizing agency. A few discussed how intergenerational, intergeneric dynamics fuel crossover fiction's dual audience engagement; still others focused on the functioning of image-textual dynamics in illustration as intersemiotic translation and the challenges "the narrative art of picturebooks" (Nodelman) poses for translators. It has been a real challenge to pick from a choir of exciting tunes the melodies which resonated best with the theme of the issue and with each other, and which demonstrated the polyphony of the field while sharing echoes of a collective cultural memory-conjoining past, present, future; me, you, and us.
Writing, like translating or transmediating, is never a solitary activity. Academic collaborations act as major sources of inspiration for creative endeavors. I first met Bookbird's editor-in-chief Björn Sund-INTRODUCTION BY ANNA KERCHY Jullien's "exploratory concept" of the écart (the gap or sidestep) as a key term that may offer a conceptual opening towards a more flexible theoretical and ideological framework for analysis, more successfully tuned into the "committed aesthetics" of children's literature in translation in the United Kingdom. The article convincingly demonstrates how a significant anomaly of children's literature in translation in the United Kingdom proves to be symptomatic of the cultural, individual, and linguistic difference thinking in the country, and as such, might give us clues to understand the advent of Brexit. The opening of Toby Alone (2008), Sarah Ardizzone's translation of Timothée de Fombelle's Tobie Lolness (2007), offers an example of a "translation's elasticity in that sensitive zone." Beauvais's conclusion, filled with hope against all odds, argues that translating children's literature might eventually function as a political gesture-opening up a bypass guiding out of ethnocentric shortsightedness, out of ideologically prescribed dead-ends, allowing readers to wonder and wander in-between cultures and languages.
Cheryl Cowdy's "Grammars of New Media: Interactive Trans-Sensory Storytelling and Empathic Reading Praxis in Jessica Anthony's and Rodrigo Corral's Chopsticks" deals with a timely topic by tackling the collective anxieties concerning how new media technologies, and more specifically the move from printed books to iPad apps, might debilitate the human capacity of empathy and replace "serious" reading experience with superficial entertainment of "uninvolved audiences." Her ethnographic reader-response methodology enters into conversation with actual child audiences to explore how curiosity and compassion may function as major engines of their interpretive activity, or how what Judith Fetterley would call a "resisting reading" can gain a therapeutic potential by allowing young readers to express their anger and discontent provoked by unspeakable traumas, such as the sudden loss of a parent. Cowdy also deals with the adult reader's empathic and critical responses to child readers' responses to the text and hence raises important questions about the cultural construction of childhood identified with vulnerable innocence. The research findings seem to suggest that the dual readership addressed by works like Chopsticks may also encourage a dialogic co-reading, a mutually enlightening intergenerational communication that critics of new media feared would disappear with the new technology. The wedding of transmedia studies and affective narratology enriches the field of children's/YA literature scholarship-in line with cutting-edge recent projects as Moruzi, Smith, and Bullen's collection Affect, Emotion, and Children's Literature (2017)-and Cowdy's notion of "trans-sensory storytelling" will certainly stimulate further research in new media and trauma studies. Yet, I believe, that it is also illuminating to consider how "the trans-sensorial narrative strategies operat[ing] as a kind of defense against the disappearance of the book and the body through a dual process of sensorial and technological extension" recycle analogue children's literary classics' "conventionally subversive" textual strategies. The autofictional patchwork identity in Chopstick's iPad app (and the readers' affective/sensorial responses to it) remind me of Anne Frank's diary, a trauma narrative in which the young autobiographer "writes into fleshly being" an embodied self she could not own in reality (Bishop 13) because she had to control all her corporeal urges while in hiding during the Second World War. 2 a trilingual letter sent to his grandson in 1936 that was turned three decades later into a picturebook illustrated by eminent artists such as Richard Erdoes (in the first US edition in 1964), Gerald Rose (in the first UK edition in 1965), and Roger Blachon (in the 1981 Shocken edition, and the 1985 French retranslation by Solange and Stephen Joyce) and that has been translated into thirteen languages. The book seems to have been unjustly neglected by translation studies scholars given that Joyce's own postscript playfully calls attention to the fusion of polyglotism and neologisms-pivotal narratological devices of modernist novels-he toys with on crafting a fable abundant in metalinguistic commentaries, with lines like "The devil mostly speaks a language of his own called Bellsybabble which he makes up himself as he goes along but when he is very angry he can speak quite bad French though some who have heard him say he has a strong Dublin accent." Barai's illuminating analysis tackles the issue of translation on various different levels. He shows how Joyce "domesticates" INTRODUCTION BY ANNA KERCHY (Venuti The Translator's Invisibility) a local folk legend of Beaugency by inoculating it with Irish wit to best engage his child reader, and how he "overlaps cats and letters in their textual functioning as bridges between cultures." We learn how translators have struggled to reproduce the Joycean effect of the sourcetext by "foreignizing what was originally domestic: the French language itself." Barai also considers the role of illustrations in "translating" verbal tricks to visual realms. Examples include a tongue-in cheek twist of pictures "enhancing" (Nikolajeva and Scott 8) the text: Rose's illustrations cast Joyce himself in the role of the devil, who is tricked by the manipulation of meanings, as he agrees to build a bridge for the city overnight but ends up cheated of his payment of the first soul to cross the bridge when the cunning mayor makes a cat cross it first.
Hannah Felce's "Picture Books in a Minority Language Setting: Intra-Cultural Transformations" presents a unique case study of a Swiss national classic, Selina Chönz's Alpine tale Uorsin-originally written in one of the dialects of Switzerland's fourth national language, Romansh (called Ladin), and illustrated in a picturebook format by Andersen Award winning Alois Carigiet. (It was translated into English as A Bell for Ursli: A Story from the Engadine in Switzerland and recently adapted into a family adventure film under the title Schellen-Ursli [2015] .) Felce's article successfully demonstrates through the example of Uorsin how the publication of a children's picturebook written in a minority language, and simultaneously released in 1945 in multiple languages (both major and minor: German and Romansh) and dialects of the minority language (Ladin and Sursilvan, and another Sursilvan and Surmiran edition), calls into question the hierarchical distinction and chronological sequentiality presumed between a predetermined original and its secondary translation(s). The prioritization of the written source over the complementary illustrative image can be further problematized by Uorsin's two sequels, Flurina und das Wildvöglein (Florina and the Wild Bird) and Der grosse Schnee (The Snowstorm) which were first written in German as accompaniments to the Sursilvan-speaking Carigiet's original illustrations. Felce's focus on the multilingual publishing procedure's specificities, the intracultural transition, and the "intralingual textual transformation" (a term she uses by conjoining Jakobson's and Lefebvre's concepts), as well as on "intersemiotic translation as adaptation" allows for a challenging of the binary model of the translation process and of the fixed nature of language.
Carl F Miller's title "Omne Vetus Novum Est Iterum: The Rise of Latin Translation in Children's Literature" might, at first glance, surprise readers with its unexpected juxtaposition of the intellectually elite subject of Latin with the popular field of children's literature that is encompassing a corpus of texts associated with the agenda to entertain and instruct juvenile audiences. Mapping a rich history spanning over the past 150 years of translating modern children's literature into Latin, Miller realizes a twofold purpose: he illustrates the vitality of a presumably dead language and the "reanimating" potential of the translating activity, and he challenges the illusory simplicity too often attributed to children's literature. The article traces the changing translational intent and target readership of children's literature in Latin translation from Comenius's 1658 Orbis Pictus Sensualium-through the Latinized adventures of Alice, Pinocchio, Struwwelpeter, and Harry Potter-to Alexander Lenard's "paradigmatic" 1960 translation of A. A. Milne's Winnie the Pooh as Winnie Ille Pu, and to the Bolchazy-Carducci Publishers' Latin and Greek publications governed by the aim of "a responsible popularization." Besides scrutinizing significant academic issues like how trends in Latin education in the English-speaking world have influenced the production of Latin translations of English children's literature, Miller offers amusing examples for cultural hybridity by explaining how and why high-profile translators deal with "lowbrow" stories. Walter the Farting Dog transplanted into Latin by a distinguished Classicist or Diary of a Wimpy Kid translated by a Vatican cleric aimed to engage the general public with "a familiar text in an unfamiliar language" while "getting kids hooked on the language of Virgil" (Mancini 1).
Miller's article, too, attests that the dialogue created between dead and alive languages-like the dialogue between old and new ways of thinking permeating children's literature in translation and transmediation, retelling or adaptation-can transform educational narratives into appeals which encourage young readers to "resist established ways of thinking promoted through formal schooling," and hence provide a way "to sow and nurture the seeds of social change [and] to contribute to developments of equal-INTRODUCTION BY ANNA KERCHY ity and diversity" (Reynolds 5) . In today's multimodal environment-where the interaction of words with still and moving images, diagrams, typography, page layout, vocality, music, or corporeal performance are "deployed for promotional, political, expressive and informative purposes"-"technical translators, literary translators, copywriters, subtitlers, localisers, publishers, teachers, and other professionals working with language and text" must learn to account for the relentlessly multiplying signifying elements (O'Sullivan, "Introduction" 2) 3 to allow child audiences access to their global heritage, a kaleidoscopic reading experience. Although the issue had a more general focus, two articles dealt with children's culture in translation by scrutinizing "Translating board games: multimodality and play" and "The interpretation and visual attention of hearing impaired children when watching a subtitled cartoon." http://www.jostrans. org/issue20/issue20_toc.php
